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WEATHERBOARDS

James Hardie

 
TRADITIONAL AND TIMELESS.  
SLEEK AND STRONG

James Hardie™ Weatherboards boast such 
versatility that your home will be a standout on 
any street. You will enjoy protection from New 
Zealand’s harsh conditions in the home of your 
dreams that reflects your personal style. They 
can be painted in a large variety of colours and 
are available in three textures making it the 
ideal cost effective bevel-back weatherboard.

James Hardie Weatherboards are for use as 
an external cladding in residential single and 
medium-density homes, including alterations 
and additions, where a cost-effective traditional 
or contemporary weatherboard look is required.

Smooth Weatherboard

https://www.jameshardie.co.nz/products/cladding
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Engineered for durability, fibre cement is resistant to fire and 
damage from moisture and rotting, making it the ideal low 

maintenance alternative to traditional weatherboards. Fibre cement 
offers both contemporary and flexible design options and is used by 

many New Zealanders to create stunning facades. 

The simple combination of locally sourced wood cellulose fibre, sand, 
cement and water, give the product its strength to stand the test of time.

What is  
Fibre Cement?

https://www.jameshardie.co.nz/about-us/why-fibre-cement
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RUSTICATED 
WEATHERBOARD 

Our Rusticated Weatherboard gives the look of a 
textured weatherboard with a strong timber grain, 
bringing a sophisticated appearance to your home.

SMOOTH 
WEATHERBOARD 

You can’t go wrong with this simple, clean look. 
Smooth Weatherboards give you the classic 
traditional horizontal lines and will also suit a 
modern build.

FRONTIER 
WEATHERBOARD

The Frontier Weatherboard mimics the look of a 
traditional wood grain for a more distinguished feel.

SIZES
Profiles

LENGTH (MM) WIDTH (MM) THICKNESS (MM)

4200 180 7.5

4200 240 7.5

4200 305 7.5

LENGTH (MM) WIDTH (MM) THICKNESS (MM)

4200 205 7.5

LENGTH (MM) WIDTH (MM) THICKNESS (MM)

4200 245 7.5

4200 310 7.5
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& BENEFITS

Features

 

 WEATHER RESISTANT 
Engineered to stand up to 
harsh conditions, including 
coastal conditions

 COST EFFECTIVE 
  Cost effective and  

long lasting

 

 RESISTANT TO DAMAGE 
FROM MOISTURE 
Resistant to damage from 
moisture and rotting

  

FIRE RESISTANT 
Up to 60 minute fire resistance 
rating (FRR) can be achieved 
when installed as per the  
James Hardie Fire and 
Acoustic Design Manual

  

EASY TO CLEAN 
Fast and effective using low  
pressure water and a brush 
 

  LOW MAINTENANCE 

  EASY TO INSTALL 
Easy installation makes  
them a fast and effective  
way to cover your  
home’s exterior

  MADE IN NEW ZEALAND 

  15 YEAR WARRANTY 
Backed with a 15 year  
product warranty
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SLIMLINE BOX CORNER 

The slimline box corner is achieved using an 
aluminium box corner mould.  The slimmer, flush 
finish gives you the traditional box corner design 
with a modern twist.  They come ready to paint 
and can be painted any colour you choose.

CORNER SOAKER 

Use a corner soaker to achieve a modern, 
angular, sleek corner to your design.  Corner 
soakers come ready to paint and are available in 
aluminium.  Add further definition to your design 
by contrasting the colour selected against your 
cladding to create a statement look.

AXENT TRIM

Axent Trim made from premium fibre cement, is 
an easy way to create the classic feature corners 
often seen on traditional New Zealand homes.  

The 16mm thickness of Axent Trim helps create the 
impression of solidness, and it's crisp, clean edges 
highlight frames and openings. Axent Trim can be 
painted dark as well as light colours. 

It’s the ideal edge treatment for around windows, 
finishing touches to cladded internal and external 
corners as well as a design enhancer for butt joints.

SIZES
Corner options
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With minimal maintenance you can 
keep your home looking like new. 
The following are the best practices 
for this product to improve its 
longevity and performance.

•  Washing down your exterior every 
6-12 months using low pressure 
water and a brush, and every 
3-4 months in extreme coastal 
conditions (such as high winds  
and sea spray)

•  Clean out your gutters, downpipes 
and overflow pipes as required

•  Cut back vegetation and 
landscaping which is too close  
to or touching the James Hardie 
Weatherboards

•  Re-applying exterior protective 
finishes. Always refer to the paint 
manufacturer for re-coating 
requirements 

•  Maintaining the exterior envelope 
and connections including joints, 
penetrations, flashings and sealants

•   The clearances between the 
bottom edge of the James Hardie 
Weatherboards and the ground 
must always be maintained

& MAINTENANCE

Care

James Hardie Smooth Weatherboards  
and ExoTec Facade Panel
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For more information, warnings and warranties please see our website and review the relevant 
installation and technical guides. Copyright ©2019 James Hardie New Zealand Limited 0800 808 868.  

™ and ® denotes a trademark and registered mark owned by James Hardie Technology Ltd. 

https://www.jameshardie.co.nz/



